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Introduction

The United States’ National Cryptologic Museum in Fort Meade, Maryland, displays 

versions of two important encryption machines. The first is the Enigma machine, the 

most famous cryptographic apparatus ever built. The second machine, less well known, 

is called SIGABA. These devices are similar in certain important respects. Each employs 

an electromechanical rotor-based design. Each was used during World War II; the 

Nazis deployed Enigma while US forces relied on SIGABA. It is no exaggeration to say 

that, during the conflict, these machines protected—or tried to protect—some of the 

most important messages in the world.

Both sides treated the machines as closely guarded secrets. The United States took 

enormous steps to protect SIGABA, requiring that it only be deployed to areas where 

American forces could guard it and instructing these forces to destroy the machines 

before they could be captured.1 American cryptologists feared what could happen if 

the enemy gained access to SIGABA and reverse engineered it. On the other hand, 

the Allies achieved an enormous success when they captured an Enigma machine. 

Acquiring the physical device was one of the many factors that enabled the Allies to 

eventually understand its workings and decrypt the messages it protected.2

These encryption devices are more than just historical artifacts. They represent perhaps 

the purest form of signals intelligence work. One machine represents the challenge of 

breaking an enemy’s code, while the other represents the imperative to secure friendly 

communications. Which machine represents which, of course, depends on allegiance.

These two missions—decrypt enemy communications and protect one’s own—have 

not been in direct conflict for most of the history of signals intelligence. Indeed, the 

Allies’ success in cracking Enigma while protecting SIGABA demonstrates as much. 

I would like to thank Jack Goldsmith, Herb Lin, Gabriella Roncone, Paul Rosenzweig, Michael Sulmeyer, and 
Ben Wittes for comments on an earlier draft of this paper. All errors remain mine alone.
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But while nations still use proprietary technology and codes to securely transmit 

their secrets, in important respects the signals intelligence environment is now 

fundamentally different.

Today, American adversaries rely on many of the same technologies to transmit 

and protect their secrets as the United States does for its own sensitive information. 

Governments all over the world run the same operating systems. Terrorists and 

ordinary citizens use the same models of phones. Core Internet routers carry 

everyone’s communications while common encryption algorithms try to safeguard 

those messages. This makes the signals intelligence mission, once bifurcated into 

offense and defense, murkier and more complex. Often, the means of secret stealing 

are in tension with the means of secret securing.

As a highly digitized society, the United States feels this paradox acutely. For several 

decades, its approach to resolving the tension can be characterized as Nobody But 

Us (more commonly shortened to NOBUS). Sometimes the National Security Agency 

(NSA) explicitly uses this terminology, but often the idea is more implicit and more 

emergent. Different parts of the agency handle a wide range of tasks, including acquiring 

communications, hacking targets, and breaking encryption. The NOBUS approach is 

relevant to all of these missions.

The premise of the NOBUS approach is simple: when there is tension between offense 

and defense, the United States aspires to secure communications against all forms of 

signals intelligence collection—except those forms of interception that are so complex, 

hard, or inaccessible that only the United States uses them. When the United States 

develops and deploys its special and esoteric collection capabilities and blocks simpler 

means of collection, it can, in theory, protect its own communications and secrets but 

still acquire those of others. NOBUS does not mean that adversaries do not know much 

of American capabilities, though they frequently do not. It simply means they cannot 

match them and, in many cases, struggle to thwart them.

Unique American advantages enable the NOBUS approach. Some of these advantages 

are geographical, since the United States has access to important cables carrying the 

world’s communications. Sometimes they are commercial, as American companies 

store valuable data and are subject to American legal demands. Sometimes they 

are technical or are the result of enormous investment: the NSA’s combination of 

mathematical skill and supercomputing power is an example of this. Other times they 
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involve the discovery of specific knowledge, such as a software vulnerability that an 

adversary is unlikely to find. All told, these advantages create a capability gap between 

the United States and the rest of the world. NOBUS capabilities exist in this gap.

For a while, the NOBUS approach worked well. It in part enabled what the NSA has 

called the golden age of signals intelligence.3 During this period, many American 

adversaries knew enough to communicate with digital technologies but not enough 

to try to secure them. In the cases where adversaries did deploy better tradecraft, the 

United States used its technological advantages to great effect, in line with the NOBUS 

approach. While there were still real technical challenges and tough policy judgment 

calls—for example, how does one determine that another nation is not capable of 

developing the same interception method?—the NOBUS approach appeared to be an 

overall success.

This paper argues that the era characterized by the NOBUS approach is under serious 

stress and is quickly coming to an end. Adversaries are increasingly sophisticated. 

Technology providers now deploy ever-improving encryption by default. Demands 

for access stretch beyond the intelligence community to include law enforcement. As 

a result, reliance on NOBUS capabilities is no longer as effective as it once was. This 

has serious consequences for the United States and requires careful study and shrewd 

policy making.

The paper proceeds in three sections. The first examines the NOBUS approach in more 

detail. It outlines the ways in which the United States can and does exploit structural 

or asymmetric advantages in capability or access to enable NOBUS methods. The 

second section examines how current trends make NOBUS solutions harder to find 

and use. The third and concluding section articulates some ideas for a potential path 

forward, though it acknowledges there is no easy answer.

The Problem NOBUS Tries to Solve

The NOBUS approach attempts to resolve a fundamental tension that often exists 

between offense and defense: carrying out one mission can diminish the other. This 

is true at a variety of levels. As former NSA security scientist David Aitel wrote, “The 

problem is a fractal. The U.S. government cannot agree on any one cyber issue, but if 

you drill down, neither can the Department of Defense, and if you go deeper, the NSA 

cannot agree with itself on these issues. No matter how far down the chain you go, 

there are competing initiatives.” 4
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This tension is acute in an era in which friendly and adversarial users rely on common 

software platforms, security mechanisms, and providers to transmit communication. 

The possible areas of overlap are nearly limitless, and examples can be easily imagined. 

Perhaps an adversary’s military uses Windows, but so does a large percentage of the US 

government. This means that if the United States wants to leave Windows vulnerable 

to some kinds of hacking so it can target the adversary, it runs the risk that others will 

use the same vulnerabilities to target the United States.

Or maybe an organized crime group with ties to foreign intelligence agencies uses 

the Signal encryption protocol, but so do the billion people who use the messaging 

program WhatsApp. The United States will find it hard to undermine the Signal 

cryptography just when the organized crime group uses it, but not when others do. Or 

if a terrorist suspect has a Gmail account, the United States must find a way to gather 

only the communications of the suspect, and not those of innocent users. Everyone’s 

data goes over the same fiber-optic cables, meaning that signals intelligence agencies 

need to determine which data they collect and store.

To be sure, there are signals intelligence activities without this tension—intercepting 

and decoding the radio signals sent by a foreign military using its own technology and 

encryption, for example—but those represent a smaller percentage of the whole now 

than a few decades ago. In an era of convergence, NOBUS capabilities are increasingly 

important tools for signals intelligence agencies.

This section outlines how the United States has historically been well positioned to 

develop and deploy NOBUS signals intelligence capabilities. It focuses on NOBUS 

capabilities in four areas of analysis: encryption, software vulnerabilities, bulk 

collection from telecommunications providers, and legal demands to companies with 

meaningful data. In each of these areas, the United States has had unique or near-

unique capacity to achieve the NOBUS standard.

Encryption

The idea behind encryption is simple, even if the math rarely is. Cryptography enables 

two parties to encrypt a message such that only the intended recipient can decrypt 

it. In a properly implemented cryptographic system, even if eavesdroppers intercept 

the message in its entirety, they cannot understand it. Using a technology known 

as public key encryption, it is possible to securely encrypt and transmit messages 

without any prearranged signals or codebooks. This is in contrast to both Enigma and 
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SIGABA, which depended on the distribution of codebooks with predetermined keys 

to accompany each of the machines. These books, if captured, would have enabled the 

decryption of messages.

Encryption poses an immediate problem for signals intelligence agencies. If the 

messages they intercept are encrypted and thus cannot be deciphered, then the 

content of these intercepted messages is of comparatively limited intelligence value. 

On the other hand, if the messages an agency or the citizens of the agency’s nation 

transmit do not have secure encryption, adversaries can easily understand them if 

intercepted.

The NOBUS idea offers a tantalizing solution. After a series of failed public attempts 

to mandate a NOBUS-like encryption mechanism in the 1990s, the NSA appears to 

have pursued it in secret. Around 2000, the agency began a highly classified effort 

to undermine encryption; the code name references a bloody Civil War battle and 

suggests the challenges of attacking systems used by one’s own citizens.5 The first 

NOBUS method as applied to encryption is to insert a so-called back door into the 

encryption algorithm. Roughly speaking, this back door reduces the security of the 

system, usually enabling an eavesdropper with knowledge of the back door to decrypt 

messages. Those who do not know the details of the back door, however, are no more 

empowered to decrypt, provided that the back door remains hidden. A prominent 

example is the back door the NSA placed in a pseudorandom number generator—a 

key part of encryption implementations—known as Dual_EC_DRBG. While the math 

behind the back door is beyond the scope of this paper, it enabled those who knew of 

it to break encryption that relied on Dual_EC_DRBG.6

Structural advantages meant that this back door was a NOBUS solution. The American 

government enjoys disproportionate, perhaps even unique, influence through its 

cryptographic validation program, which verifies encryption algorithms as secure. The 

United States National Institute for Standards and Technologies, which is not part of 

the intelligence community, is involved in putting forth encryption algorithms that 

can meet these standards. The NSA was able to influence the American bureaucratic 

process so that it was the “sole editor” of the Dual_EC_DRBG specification and could 

insert the back door of which only it knew.7

In effect, by having the government certify algorithms known to be insecure as  

safe for use, the NSA leveraged the American government’s exceptional credibility  
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to encourage corporations and other entities to deploy exploitable encryption.  

A nation like Russia or Iran would almost certainly not enjoy the same level of trust 

in its government-supported encryption. In addition, it is reported that the NSA 

further incentivized the use of the weak encryption component by secretly paying an 

American computer and network security company, RSA, $10 million to rely on the 

flawed pseudorandom number generator in some of its products.8

A second NOBUS approach to defeating encryption is to find weaknesses in the 

encryption implementations that can be exploited at scale. One theorized example of 

this is a weakness in a mechanism known as the Diffie-Hellman key exchange, which 

underpins a substantial portion of modern encryption implementations. The concept 

of Diffie-Hellman requires that the sender and receiver agree on using a large prime 

number with a particular mathematical form. In practice, many of the world’s  

Diffie-Hellman implementations reuse the same specific prime number. This reuse 

could enable an organization with a massive amount of computing power to crack one 

of the widely used prime numbers and overcome the encryption.

One estimate is that an investment of several hundred million dollars would enable 

the construction of a supercomputer capable of cracking one Diffie-Hellman prime 

per year. Doing this for even one prime would enable the decryption of two-thirds of 

the virtual private networks in the world. Managing to do it for another would enable 

the decryption of around one-fifth of all the encryption commonly used to secure 

web traffic, known as https.9 The resources and skill required to build such computing 

power would presumably render this kind of compromise of Diffie-Hellman a NOBUS 

capability, though the supercomputing power of foreign intelligence agencies is hidden 

from public view.

It is not known for certain that the NSA employed or employs such methods against 

Diffie-Hellman in particular. The price tag of the cracking effort described here 

is certainly within reach, as the agency’s budget is more than $10 billion, with 

more than $250 million dedicated each year to the encryption-breaking BULLRUN 

program.10 In its so-called black budget request in 2013, the NSA placed a priority 

on “investing in groundbreaking cryptanalytic capabilities to defeat adversarial 

cryptography and exploit internet traffic.”11 An internal file indicates that there is a 

compartment of highly classified information that covers the NSA efforts to “exploit 

SIGINT targets by attacking the hard mathematical problems underlying public key 

cryptography” (Diffie-Hellman is one of the most prominent examples of a public 
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key-based system).12 Other documents indicate that the agency has significant passive 

large-scale decryption capabilities and that it pursues the collection of information 

consistent with cracking Diffie-Hellman. All told, two of the authors of a major paper 

on Diffie-Hellman security, Alex Halderman and Nadia Heninger, conclude that this 

kind of decryption effort “fits the known technical details about [the NSA’s] large-scale 

decryption capabilities better than any competing explanation.”13 If their analysis is 

correct, this is likely the NOBUS approach at work.

Software Vulnerabilities

The famous cryptographer Adi Shamir introduced an idea so important that it has 

come to be known as Shamir’s Law: cryptography is usually bypassed, not broken. That 

is, for all the capabilities of signals intelligence agencies to crack encryption protocols 

or implementations, they often find it easier to circumvent them. In short, gaining 

remote access to the devices that transmit messages enables easier interception. Such 

access can also enable the acquisition of key documents, further lateral movement 

within a target network, and aid the development and deployment of cyberattacks.14

This access is often gained using malicious code. Frequently, social engineering such as 

spear-phishing enables the deployment of this malicious code or obviates the need for 

it, but not always. Sometimes, cyber operators will deploy code, known as an exploit, 

that takes advantage of a vulnerability in software run by the target. Typically, this 

will enable the hacker to do something unauthorized, such as run additional malicious 

code. The additional code can give the hacker a large degree of remote access to the 

computer, including the ability to record what is typed on the keyboard and seen 

on the screen, the ability to develop a persistent presence on the computer that is hard 

to remove, and the ability to spread to other computers on the network.

The most significant of these exploits, known as “zero day exploits,” are unknown to 

software vendors before their use. There is thus no security fix that addresses these 

vulnerabilities, although there are some security products that try to spot signs of  

post-exploitation malicious activity. In short, the owners of a computer targeted 

with a zero day exploit, even if they follow solid security procedures and keep 

their systems up to date, will have a difficult time repelling an intrusion.15 As such, 

developing and using zero day exploits is an essential part of maintaining an advanced 

signals intelligence capability. But doing so is a significant challenge, with only a 

comparatively small number discovered each year.
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The United States actively looks for zero day exploits to fuel its cyber operations. In 

addition to a secret program in which it purchases zero days from vendors,16 the US 

intelligence community seeks to find its own. As one part of this effort, it has turned 

its vast signals intelligence capabilities toward intercepting Windows crash reports 

sent over the Internet, in the hope that a software failure could reveal an exploitable 

vulnerability.17 All of this is to significant effect: the United States is able to use what it 

finds to enable a wide range of potent operations. For example, Stuxnet, the malicious 

code that attacked the Iranian nuclear program, deployed at least five zero days of 

various types—an unprecedented number for a single operation.18

When the United States discovers or buys a zero day, it has two choices: it can either 

use the newly discovered vulnerability by writing malicious code that exploits the 

weakness or it can notify the vendor of the affected software so that the problem can 

be fixed in a security update. The first approach can yield intelligence gains and can 

sometimes even enable significant attacks, as in the Stuxnet case. It can also leave 

computers, including American computers, at risk, however. If another sophisticated 

adversary discovers or buys the same vulnerability, it can use it in its own operations.

The second approach—disclosing the zero day vulnerability to the appropriate 

software vendor to fix it—is an attempt to promote general cybersecurity. The benefits 

of this course of action depend on vendors producing security patches and users 

applying them. Publicly disclosing the vulnerability might also increase trust in the 

United States as an actor advancing collective interests, which might make diplomatic 

engagements easier. At the same time, disclosing the vulnerability makes it somewhat 

harder to obtain intelligence because it partially deprives the United States of the 

ability to exploit the vulnerability. The potential to exploit it does not diminish 

entirely, however. If the likely targets of American operations fail to keep their systems 

up to date with software patches and security software—a failure which is more likely 

with less sophisticated actors—then the United States will still be able to use the 

exploit against them.

A statement from the Obama White House on software vulnerabilities indicated that 

the United States, as a general rule, tries to focus on exploiting vulnerabilities used in 

its targets’ software and would try to report vulnerabilities in American software.19 But, 

inevitably, there is overlap. The NOBUS approach can provide a way forward. Former 

NSA director Michael Hayden indicated that the NOBUS idea was a specific criterion in 
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determining which of the vulnerabilities in widely used software to exploit and which 

to report. He said:

You look at a vulnerability through a different lens if even with the [knowledge of 

the] vulnerability it requires substantial computational power or substantial other 

attributes and you have to make the judgment who else can do this? If there’s a 

vulnerability here that weakens encryption but you still need four acres of Cray 

[super]computers in the basement in order to work it you kind of think “NOBUS” 

and that’s a vulnerability we are not ethically or legally compelled to try to patch—

it’s one that ethically and legally we could try to exploit in order to keep Americans 

safe from others.20

Hayden’s example acknowledges the possibility of NSA using its unique computational 

power to exploit vulnerabilities in encryption, as suggested above. More broadly, he 

alludes to the possibility that the NSA will find software vulnerabilities that, for a 

variety of reasons, the agency thinks it alone will discover or can exploit. If these truly 

are NOBUS capabilities, then the NSA can do so with the confidence that others will 

not be able to do the same.

Bulk Collection from Telecommunications Providers

To a large degree, modern signals intelligence runs on data. The United States, in 

partnership with the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand in the 

so-called Five Eyes alliance, has done an exceptional job of developing a broad array 

of sources from which it can collect data in bulk. Bulk data collection enables a wide 

range of analysis, including the discovery of new targets and the observation of broader 

trends. There are few better forms of bulk collection than tapping the fiber-optic cables 

on which so much of the world’s data travels.

By collecting data from fiber-optic cables, the NSA is able to access much of the 

Internet traffic entering, transiting, and exiting the United States (but, per apparent 

legal restrictions, the agency cannot collect all traffic that originates and terminates 

in the United States).21 In addition, NSA documents indicate it has been “buying up 

real estate”22 and tapping major Internet cables that serve other areas of interest.23 

These “includ[e] several that service the Russian market” and one that services “the 

Middle East, Europe, South America and Asia.”24 A program run by the Government 

Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), the British signals intelligence agency, uses 
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two hundred physical points of inspection to obtain data and supplement the NSA’s 

efforts.25 The program obtains data from the telecommunication providers BT, Verizon 

Business, Vodafone, Global Crossing, Level 3, Viatel, and Interoute, likely among 

others.

These partner companies may also enable access to cables operated by other companies 

at their landing sites, further increasing the reach of the program. This may have been 

what enabled the Five Eyes to access the fiber-optic cables used by some of the world’s 

most important Internet companies, including Google and Yahoo. The cables link 

the technology firms’ overseas datacenters; the secret access enabled the Five Eyes to 

perform additional broad collection.26 All told, these fiber-optic collection efforts are 

part of a signals intelligence network that collects from “thousands of [internet] trunk 

groups connected worldwide.”27

Scale is clearly a hallmark of all these collection programs. They are broad in 

nature, siphoning massive amounts of traffic for at least cursory (and often initially 

automated) analysis. In the case of GCHQ’s program, for example, the tapped cables 

are capable of carrying up to ten gigabits per second, meaning that they “had the 

capacity, in theory, to deliver more than 21 petabytes a day—equivalent to sending 

all the information in all the books in the British Library 192 times every 24 hours.”28 

The GCHQ program is designed to store all Internet data transiting the tapped wires 

for three days and to store all metadata for thirty days.29 The program targeting Google 

and Yahoo is similarly scalable, targeting “high volume” cables and performing “full 

take” collection.30 A massive amount of data passes through these private wires. In 

Yahoo’s case, it included backup copies of millions of entire email accounts.31

This sort of collection appears to reach the NOBUS threshold. For geographic and 

historical reasons, the Five Eyes countries are positioned well to serve as the endpoints 

for some of the most significant data and phone connections in the world. This means 

that, even when citizens from their countries are not involved in the communication, 

it is likely that the traffic will be routed through the Five Eyes’ geographic territory, 

enabling easier collection. For example, most of the trans-Atlantic cables with 

significant capacity run through Great Britain,32 while cables running through the 

United States provide some of the key links between South America, Europe, and Asia.

For historical reasons relating to the pricing models of international phone networks, 

subsequently inherited by the Internet, it is often cheaper to route traffic and calls 
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through the United States even if it is physically farther. Most of the traffic from one 

South American country to another, for example, is routed through Miami.33 All told, 

at one point about 90 percent of the world’s Internet traffic crossed the United States, 

according to a leaked NSA estimate. It is unclear whether Edward Snowden’s revelations 

or new trends in Internet use have changed this number.34

As a result, telecommunications companies in Five Eyes countries run many of the 

world’s most important data hubs. In addition to geography, it is the relationships 

between Five Eyes governments and these companies that enable the NOBUS 

capability.35 American companies are compelled by law to cooperate in certain ways 

with the US intelligence community and are collectively paid hundreds of millions of 

dollars per year as part of the United States’ black budget for their assistance.36 When 

asked about their fiber-optic cable tapping activities, British companies note that 

they also must comply with legal demands.37 In addition, some telecommunications 

companies partnering with the United States and its allies go “well beyond” what is 

legally required.38 For example, AT&T is praised in NSA documents for its “extreme 

willingness to help” route traffic in such a way that the NSA can collect it.39 Whether 

that cooperation continues today is unclear.

While potential adversaries certainly have similar relationships with their 

telecommunication providers, the American (and other Five Eyes) firms are 

best positioned to be useful for collection purposes. Russian and Chinese 

telecommunications companies are substantially less well situated on the global 

network of cables. There is no evidence that they have been able to build out 

clandestine bulk collection capabilities from the Five Eyes telecommunications 

networks, though it is impossible to say for sure.

Where legal compellence is not an option and in the cases where the collection is 

outside the Five Eyes, the United States can draw on other unique relationships it 

enjoys. A program known as MYSTIC, for example, relies on the secret partnership 

between NSA and the Drug Enforcement Agency, which has eighty international offices 

and “close relationships with foreign government counterparts and vetted foreign 

partners.” 40 The program leverages agreements with the local telecommunications 

companies for “legitimate commercial service,” likely the provision of wiretaps for 

counternarcotic purposes. It covertly gives the NSA access to the foreign telephone 

networks; the Snowden documents note that “host countries are not aware of NSA’s 

SIGINT collection [using these systems].” 41
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Legal Demands

The last three sections describe covert ways of gathering information of interest. 

There might be an easier approach: demand that the service provider with legitimate 

endpoint or data storage access to that information provide the desired information. 

A demand backed by legal power can make this process effective and scalable. Given 

the prominent role of American technology companies, the United States is best 

positioned to take this approach. This is one of the reasons that, when describing its 

collection activities internally, the NSA sometimes refers to its “home-field advantage” 

in cyberspace.42

To further its intelligence operations, the United States receives legally compelled 

cooperation from these companies, such as Microsoft, Yahoo, Google, Apple, Facebook, 

and more. A program known as PRISM enables the NSA to quickly receive information 

these companies have on a specific target, including emails, messages, images, videos, 

and Internet forum activity. The PRISM program is authorized under Section 702 

of the FISA Amendments Act of 2008, which mandates that the collection must be 

in service of foreign intelligence purposes. This is an attempt—with widely debated 

effectiveness—to protect the privacy of US persons, even as it enables the collection of 

intelligence. Even American companies that do not participate in PRISM are subject to 

these Section 702 demands.43

It’s reasonable to ask why the NSA uses the PRISM program when it already has 

the cable tapping system described above. NSA documents indicate that PRISM is 

a complement for this other collection, rather than a replacement, instructing the 

agency’s analysts that they “should use both.” 44 PRISM is uniquely valuable because it is 

difficult to predict how Internet traffic will move ahead of time, since routing depends 

so much on network conditions. Therefore, it is possible that the traffic of a target is 

routed in such a way that makes it more difficult for a signals intelligence agency to 

collect it using cable-based collection systems. PRISM also provides an opportunity to 

get data that the signals intelligence system may have missed the first time around.

Russia or China almost certainly cannot compel the same amount of disclosure of 

customer information from American companies. Therefore, once again, it is the 

United States’ technological prominence coupled with its legal authorities that makes 

PRISM a NOBUS capability, and a valuable one at that. NSA documents claim that 

PRISM is the “[Signals Intelligence Activity Designator] used most in NSA reporting” 45 

and is used in one out of seven reports overall.46 Some of these reports made it to the 
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highest levels of government; PRISM-enabled collection was reportedly cited in the 

Presidential Daily Brief 1,477 times in 2012.47 This is an intelligence advantage other 

nations are unlikely to match, since their companies do not store nearly as much data 

as the US tech sector does.

The Trouble with NOBUS

The NOBUS approach is powerful. Indeed, the last section outlined the structural 

advantages that enable NOBUS capabilities. But that edge is under serious threat. The 

danger arises from the combination of three trends, each of which poses a substantial 

risk: increasingly sophisticated adversaries, better and more widely deployed encryption, 

and growing overt demand for access to data. Taken together, these three factors 

portend trouble for NOBUS capabilities.

Increasingly Sophisticated Adversaries

The NOBUS approach, by definition, is about a capability gap between the United 

States and its adversaries. This gap serves American interests. Sometimes it is enabled 

by greater computing power and investment, sometimes by meaningful legal demands 

or covert relationships, sometimes by favorable geography or history, and sometimes 

by skill and resources. The gap narrows when adversaries catch up. To the extent that 

other nations, such as Russia and China, have increased their relative capabilities, they 

inevitably threaten the NOBUS approach.

Two examples, likely involving other nations, demonstrate this point. First, it is 

widely assumed that the NSA placed a back door in encryption software used by the 

Internet hardware company Juniper. Targeting Juniper is a canonical case of the need 

for a NOBUS capability. Some of the company’s specific customers include AT&T, 

Verizon, NATO, and the US government, but also many overseas entities that would be 

plausible, if not likely, signals intelligence targets.48

The NSA likely placed this back door in 2008, when an unknown actor used unknown 

means to manipulate Juniper’s code to make it susceptible to the Dual_EC_DRBG back 

door described earlier. The company denies doing this at NSA’s direction.49 However, 

three pieces of evidence suggest that the NSA would have reason to be involved: the 

agency’s apparent compromise of the Dual_EC_DRBG standard; its secret efforts, 

described in internal documents, “to leverage sensitive, co-operative relationships with 

specific industry partners” to introduce weaknesses in American encryption;50 and its 
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broad remit for collecting information. In so doing, the agency might have thought 

that it was using a NOBUS capability—one taking advantage, in secret, of a back door 

about which only the agency knew.

Four years later, another code change shattered the idea that the back door was still 

NOBUS. In 2012, an unknown actor manipulated the code further. This actor, almost 

certainly a new third party and quite likely a foreign intelligence service, manipulated 

the back door to enable its own decryption capability. It did so by swapping in its own 

numerical constants into the encryption implementation. The noted cryptographer 

Matthew Green analyzed the case and concluded, “The third party knowing these 

[constants] could now defeat Juniper’s security. . . .  Very little work was even required by 

the third party. They merely had to re-key the existing back door’s lock — everything else 

was already pre-configured for their use.”51 A little less than two years after that, this third 

party or another actor also added a hard-coded password, enabling it to take complete 

control of the affected Juniper hardware. One analysis concluded that the case was “as 

terrible as it gets” in terms of security breach severity.52

This incident highlights the digital spy-versus-spy games between nations that are 

often just out of public view. It also demonstrates how sophisticated the best actors 

are.53 If the commonly assumed narrative is correct—the NSA placed a back door in 

Juniper, but another nation found it and exploited it—the case serves as a warning 

that NOBUS capabilities are seriously endangered. Former senior NSA operator Jake 

Williams bluntly spelled out his pessimistic interpretation of the Juniper matter: “I 

think we can officially put the NOBUS argument to bed . . .  forever.”54 Elsewhere, he 

spelled out why: “It’s high time that US intelligence agencies admit that they are no 

longer the only game in town.”55

The mysterious saga of the Shadow Brokers provides another worrying example of 

capable adversaries. The Shadow Brokers are an online group, assumed by some to be 

Russian in origin,56 which began posting messages in August 2016. Over a series of 

months, they revealed a number of NSA documents and tools. Their erratic spelling 

and language, discussion of a fake auction of tools, and claims of non-allegiance to any 

nation seem like a sideshow from their two main accomplishments: attracting media 

attention and burning NSA capabilities by publishing them.

The most significant exploit revealed by the Shadow Brokers was an NSA exploit 

named ETERNALBLUE. The exploit took advantage of a part of the Windows operating 
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system known as Server Message Block. In effect, the exploit permitted a hacker 

with a foothold in the target network to compromise other computers very quickly 

throughout the network. The tool was so powerful that one NSA employee said, “It was 

like fishing with dynamite.” Another employee said the intelligence gathered using the 

tool was “unreal.”57

Reportedly, the NSA used the exploit in secret for five years rather than reporting it to 

Microsoft. This was not without risk as, had the exploit been independently discovered 

or stolen, many critical American computers that ran Windows would be in the line of 

fire. “The entire Department of Defense would be vulnerable,” one NSA employee said, 

if the exploit got into the wrong hands.58 But the intrusion power was too remarkable 

to ignore. In effect, the NSA bet that it could keep the exploit secret and that no 

adversary would independently discover it (at least for some period of time). This was 

a judgment call. Without knowing the value of the intelligence collection, it is hard to 

evaluate the decision.

After the Shadow Brokers gained access to NSA data, though, the danger became 

visible. The tool was no longer NOBUS. The NSA was aware that the value of the 

exploit had been “degraded” by the Shadow Brokers’ access. Microsoft was then tipped 

off to the vulnerability by an anonymous party, likely the NSA, and issued a patch.59 

Nonetheless, a month later, hackers reengineered the ETERNALBLUE exploit for their 

own ends, infecting hundreds of thousands of computers that had not yet applied the 

patch with it. Most significantly, this forced shutdowns throughout Britain’s National 

Health Service.60 It is a reminder of the power of NOBUS capabilities—and the dangers 

that arise when they lose that special status.61

A similar, and perhaps related, case is the posting of CIA hacking tools by WikiLeaks 

in 2017. These tools, part of what the agency called Vault 7, contain exploits for a wide 

range of software and hardware, including devices such as smart televisions. WikiLeaks 

also published code from the agency that attempts to obscure the CIA’s hand in 

operations, as well as code that attempts to evade anti-virus detection and code that 

handles the command and control of malicious software.62 It is likely that all of these 

capabilities are substantially less valuable now that they have been revealed in public. 

Other actors may also try to repurpose or copy the tools for their own ends, though 

some of the tools seem less useful to regular hackers than to the CIA.63 In short, the 

tools’ NOBUS value is gone.
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Increased Use of End-to-End Encryption

Cybersecurity continues to get better, albeit slowly. Companies, even those that 

historically had a spotty track record, now are more likely to emphasize security during 

the software development process. In the face of significant adversaries and increased 

worries about the dangers of computer hacking, the technology sector has taken 

significant steps to better secure code and protect user communications. Nowhere is 

this more obvious than in the deployment of encryption.

While in the past many communications were transmitted using insecure means, such 

as text messages or unencrypted web sessions, that is now less frequently the case.64 

Widely used messaging applications such as iMessage, WhatsApp, and Signal employ 

what is known as end-to-end encryption. This mechanism, when combined with other 

technologies such as public key encryption and perfect forward secrecy, substantially 

increases the security of communications. Modern encryption implementations 

forego the need for pre-shared passwords yet nonetheless change keys regularly. While 

encryption was once a custom technology that was cumbersome to use, today’s 

messaging applications build it in, ensuring that users are easily protected by it, often 

without even knowing.

The wider deployment of secure encryption by default directly undermines two 

NOBUS capabilities. First, it diminishes the capacity for signals intelligence agencies 

to meaningfully eavesdrop on communications as they transit fiber-optic cables and 

other Internet chokepoints. Even when the data are encrypted without end-to-end 

mechanisms, the telecommunications provider is unlikely to have the decryption key. 

As a result, it will be unable to assist a signals intelligence agency.

Second, the deployment of end-to-end encryption renders providers like Apple and 

Facebook unable to turn over as much meaningful data in response to legal demands. 

If the data are encrypted in a way in which the providers do not have the keys, only 

the user and, if applicable, the intended recipient can decrypt the message. This means 

that government requests for information, such as under the PRISM program, are 

likely to be less valuable. For example, when the US government served the company 

that makes the secure messaging application Signal with a secret legal request, the 

firm was able to turn over only a small amount of information.65 Likewise, companies 

are unable to help with government requests for technical assistance, such as with 

decrypting the phones of suspects—a fact best exemplified by the 2016 showdown 
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between Apple and the FBI over the work phone of one of the San Bernardino 

shooters.66

This is not to say encryption undermines all forms of intelligence collection and 

analysis. Usually, the encryption will obscure the content of communications but 

not the secondary metadata. Through legal demands and eavesdropping, a signals 

intelligence agency can thus often see who is communicating with whom, but 

not what was said. There is substantial debate on how valuable this metadata-only 

collection is.67 Further, in the cases where providers do retain encryption keys, they 

can still turn over the data when faced with a legal demand. In some cases, such 

as Apple’s iCloud backup mechanism, many users voluntarily put their data into 

environments that give providers the capacity to do this.68

Cryptography provides deeply significant improvements in security and has a negative 

impact on some NOBUS capabilities. All told, the wide deployment of encryption 

means that a signals intelligence agency has greater incentive to either break 

cryptographic implementations or illicitly access the device of either the sender or the 

recipient. The diminishment of some NOBUS capabilities forces greater reliance on 

others.

Increased Scrutiny and Demands for Overt Access

A third challenge to the NOBUS approach comes from the fact that it sometimes does 

not scale very well, especially not into overt environments. The NOBUS capabilities 

described above are often fragile, particularly those that target encryption or software 

vulnerabilities. Two linked trends therefore render NOBUS efforts more tenuous 

than ever: greater public scrutiny on signals intelligence agencies and greater law 

enforcement demand for similar capabilities.

Publicity has consequences. NSA documents indicate that the agency internally warns 

that discussion of its encryption-breaking capabilities runs the risk of their exposure 

or diminishment. The files caution that the capabilities “are extremely difficult and 

costly to acquire” and “are very fragile.” Worse, this is one of the areas in which a 

NOBUS capability can be broken not by an adversary who matches it or understands 

it, but just one who learns of it. “An adversary who knows what we can/cannot break 

is able to elude our capabilities even without knowing the technical details of how the 

capabilities work,” according to internal NSA documents.69
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The need for secrecy applies broadly in signals intelligence. Speaking more generally, 

former National Security Council coordinator Michael Daniel said, “If you know much 

about it, cyber is very easy to defend against. . . .  That’s why we keep a lot of those 

capabilities very closely guarded.”70 In addition to encryption-cracking mechanisms, 

the necessity of covertness is perhaps especially relevant to exploitable software 

vulnerabilities, which patches can address.

Yet signals intelligence activities are more out in the open than ever before—as 

evidenced by the fact that a paper like this can be written at all. The constant 

drumbeat of global cybersecurity news in recent years makes it clear that there are 

enormous opportunities to obtain information or enable attacks. The likely result 

is that the NSA’s targets are able to take additional steps to secure themselves and 

techniques that once worked will no longer be as effective. This, to some degree, is 

inevitable, and not the result of any one particular factor or event.

Computer hacking and other signal intelligence-like activities have explicitly become 

law enforcement matters as well. This forces NOBUS capabilities and discussions 

further out into public view and risks diminishing them. The FBI has hacked 

thousands of individuals around the world and retains zero day exploits for its own 

use.71 Significant questions have emerged about the warrants under which the bureau 

did this hacking, the jurisdictional basis for authorization, and the rights of those 

whose computers the FBI hacked. The FBI has dismissed some of its hacking cases to 

avoid revealing its techniques, including zero day exploits, to defendants.72 Suffice it 

to say that substantial case law is yet to come in this area. Courts will have to answer 

important questions about the permitted scope of law enforcement hacking and 

whether or how constitutional rights should interact with law enforcement capabilities 

and the government’s associated desire for secrecy.

Law enforcement’s use of tools once thought to be relevant only to signals intelligence 

also dramatically increases the perceived need for NOBUS capabilities against common 

systems, even as it diminishes the tools’ power. In the context of foreign intelligence, 

it is likely easier to draw a distinction between the systems an agency targets and 

the systems an agency protects. While increasing convergence in the use of software 

and hardware—the impetus for the NOBUS approach—has lessened this distinction, 

some capabilities might still rely on it. For example, the tapping of fiber-optic cables 

in certain parts of the world is disproportionately likely to obtain more traffic from 

foreign targets than American citizens. Similarly, some software is more likely used in 
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China than the United States, and as such would seem more palatable to exploit. But 

American law enforcement is likely to investigate Americans and will want to target 

the very same computers that the US government has at least a nominal interest in 

protecting. The idealized NOBUS solution to this problem seems more necessary than 

ever, but also more elusive.

Conclusion: Preparing for a Future without NOBUS Capabilities

Today, there is a fundamental tension between stealing secrets and protecting secrets. 

Though offense and defense are not entirely at odds, signals intelligence agencies must 

make hard choices. The NOBUS approach is an effort to get the best of both worlds, 

retaining the ability to access an adversary’s communications while nonetheless 

fostering software that is as secure as possible for a wide range of users.

Every golden age must end, and the golden age of signals intelligence is no different. 

The covert American head start in signals intelligence was probably always destined 

to become less secret and less pronounced. The rise of stronger adversaries is of 

obvious concern.73 The wider deployment of encryption and the broader use of 

signals intelligence-like tools are trends that are more complex. These developments 

have demonstrably positive aspects, but they appear to pose a threat to important 

NOBUS capabilities that have proved useful, like passive collection. It is possible 

that the NSA has invented new NOBUS capabilities that overcome these trends. 

For example, if the NSA is able to break the common forms of cryptography, then 

widespread encryption does not pose a threat to passive collection. Similarly, if 

the agency can come up with new NOBUS techniques to replace the ones that law 

enforcement has adopted, then greater scrutiny on those old methods might not 

be as concerning. Absent another Snowden-like leak, it is impossible to resolve this 

uncertainty, though public statements—such as NSA Director Mike Rogers’s repeated 

statements about the dangers of encryption—indicate that some NOBUS capabilities 

are under threat.

There is no silver bullet to solve this problem. The threat to NOBUS is more of an 

unsettling observation than it is a stirring call to a plan of action. Nonetheless, three 

conclusions deserve mention.

First, it is worth pausing to draw out a further point on the United States’ relationship 

to the NOBUS idea: the same technological head start and digital pervasiveness that 
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enables so many NOBUS capabilities also prompts the need for it. If the United States 

had less to lose—if American society wasn’t so thoroughly dependent on computer 

systems—the country wouldn’t feel the same tensions between exploiting systems and 

securing them. A nation like North Korea, with little digital dependence, feels no such 

tension; to some degree, a nation like Russia might have reason to be similarly cavalier. 

The United States and its signals intelligence partners almost certainly feel the most 

pressure to develop NOBUS capabilities, scarce as those might be.

The second point is related: if NOBUS capabilities will be less plentiful, the United 

States should be very judicious about where it uses them. It seems apparent that many, 

though not all, NOBUS capabilities become less special or less effective the more they 

are used. Ever-stronger adversaries can discover these capabilities once deployed, as 

was the case with the Juniper back door and perhaps also with the Shadow Brokers. 

Capabilities can leak when they are used by an organization and not held closely 

enough. The sagas of Edward Snowden, Hal Martin, and potentially unknown others 

are examples of this.

Security companies and incident responders can also find and publicize the use of 

even advanced capabilities. A series of cybersecurity incident reports in 2015 and 2016 

demonstrated this vividly and probably burned a substantial number of intelligence 

community capabilities thought to be NOBUS, or nearly so.74

Lastly, as the FBI’s hacking cases show, the judicial process can cause increased public 

scrutiny; this scrutiny only arises when capabilities are used for law enforcement, 

however. All of these factors should cause the United States to use NOBUS capabilities 

when most needed—but only then.

If the future will yield fewer NOBUS capabilities and if they will be conserved for 

when they are critically important, this could lead to a reduction of overall signals 

intelligence capability on offense, defense, or both. The third conclusion is thus 

relevant: the United States will need to think more seriously about its prioritization of 

missions. Sometimes this notion gets presented as a hackneyed idea of directly trading 

off between offense and defense, but that is too simplistic. Even in an era of common 

software and hardware, offense and defense are not zero-sum. Intrusive hacking efforts 

can be used for counterintelligence purposes or to aid the defensive cybersecurity 

mission, for example.75 But there is no doubt that the tension between missions exists 

in some form.
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Understanding this tension is of vital importance. No one will feel comfortable 

giving up means of collecting foreign intelligence, and with good reason. Yet cases 

like the Juniper back door vividly demonstrate the risks of potentially overreaching. 

The ETERNALBLUE example further shows the complexity of the matter. It highlights 

the power of the right tools for intelligence collection, the dangers of those tools 

falling into the wrong hands, and the challenges of applying patches even when 

vendors are notified.

It is difficult to fully appreciate the tension between the various missions of signals 

intelligence using only public information. Nonetheless, it is unlikely that there 

are dominant strategies or easy options. For example, the NSA’s move to collocate 

offensive and defensive teams may better position the agency to understand the 

trade-offs associated with certain decisions. On the other hand, the diminishment of 

an explicitly defensive arm may reduce the agency’s credibility when engaging with 

companies or academia.

A better understanding of tensions between missions should serve as a foundation 

for shrewder prioritization. Policy makers have had to set priorities before in terms 

of resource allocation or staffing. This will continue, but there will also have to be 

new kinds of weighting as well: between doing intelligence collection covertly and 

attacking, for example, or between enabling intelligence collection and bolstering 

broader defensive efforts, or between gaining access to one class of communications 

and running the risk that adversaries will be able to do the same. There are real 

questions about oversight, civil liberties, and public accountability on all these matters, 

and all will have substantial impacts on citizens.

The essence of signals intelligence strategy going forward will lie in understanding and 

managing these tensions. NOBUS capabilities will help where they can, and should 

be preserved for where they can help most. But difficult decisions will still have to be 

made. The decline of NOBUS calls for strategic thought and guidance. The challenges 

involved will not submit to easy solutions, including neither the unilateral surrender of 

all espionage capabilities nor their unencumbered use. It may be uncomfortable to admit 

that some advantages once enjoyed have now been lost, but facing facts is essential. The 

reality is simple: the golden age has passed; the era of Nobody But Us is ending. There is 

no point pretending we are still alone.
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Synopsis

Traditionally, signals intelligence is neatly bifurcated into 
offense and defense: intercept adversaries’ communication 
technology and protect one’s own. In the modern era, 
however, there is great convergence in the technologies used 
by friendly nations and by hostile ones. Signals intelligence 
agencies find themselves penetrating the technologies they 
also at times must protect. To ease this tension, the United 
States and its partners have relied on an approach sometimes 
called Nobody But Us, or NOBUS: target communications 
mechanisms using unique methods accessible only to the 
United States. This approach, which calls for advanced 
methods, aims to protect communications from American 
adversaries, yet also ensure American access when needed. 
But it depends as well on a number of American advantages 
that are under serious threat. The decline of these advantages 
renews the tension between offense and defense once more. 
This paper examines how the NOBUS approach works, its 
limits, and the challenging matter of what comes next.
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